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Constrained Yet Not Forgotten:

Continuities in Feminist Intellectual

History, 1945-1972

Shira Tarrant

^^ CADEMic ACCOUNTS of recent women's political history and

>i% / m feminist intellectual developments tend to focus either on

^^^r ^. the turn-of-the-century suffrage movement or on Second

Wave feminism; activities between these two eras, in contrast, are some-

what obscured. The historical myth is that after winning the right to vote,

American feminists of the 1920s and 1930s retreated from the public hme-

Hght to enjoy the comforts of domesticity. After brief forays into the fac-

tory to support the 1940s war effort, the myth continues, Rosie and her

companions quietly returned home again, voicing their anger and dissatis-

faction with women's condition only when the social and political upheav-

als of the late 1960s provided an appropriate outlet. But feminist politics

never entirely disappeared. Emerging from this myth of feminist inactivity

is therefore a curious and inviting gap regarding women's intellectual ef-

forts toward sociopolitical change during the mid-twentieth century.^

During World War II women entered the labor force in record numbers and

many washed to remain there after the war ended. This change on the homefront

generated debate about women's proper role in society. Domestic ideology, a

revision of the nineteenth century "cult of domesticity," glorified the home-

maker, arguing that woman's true source of happiness resided in the home and

that working women endangered children's well-being and threatened family

cohesion. In 1947, psychiatrist Marynia Farnham and her partner, Ferdinand

Lundberg, attacked feminism as the source of America's social problems. The

independent woman was an oxymoron, they claimed: Women were created to

be biologically and psychologically dependent on men.'^

Margaret Mead, Viola Klein, and Simone de Beauvoir, preeminent scholars
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of the postwar period, fought against these currents of domestic ideology in an

effort to maintain a feminist tradition in intellectual life. Not only do Mead,

Klein, and de Beauvoir represent theoretical progress which transcends national

boundaries, but they reflect cross-disciplinary developments, as their work

emerges from the fields of anthropology, sociology and philosophy, respectively.

The work of each conveys a feminist interest with the social features of gender,

and the relation between dominant ideology and the political status ofwomen.

These three seemingly disparate minds are united by their critical attention

to the social construction of gender, particularly questions regarding the In-

nateness ofsex roles (Mead), the sociology and the social construction ofknowl-

edge and epistemological dualism (Klein), and women as Other (de Beauvoir).

Highlighted is the ambivalence, or interhnking tension, between theoretical

issues ofwomen as an essential being versus "woman" as a socially constructed

category. While each scholar acknowledges the physical reality of the female

body qua female, far greater emphasis is placed on the social forces which would

deem this body inferior. Compared with modern standoffs between Anglo-

American "individualist" feminism and French "relational" theory (or related

stalemates in the equality/difference debate), there is no distinct split in theo-

retical allegiance down national Unes found in the work ofMead, Klein, and de

Beauvoir.

Understanding the political challenges and theoretical struggles facingwomen

of the mid-twentieth century within the context of feminist intellectual history

brings to light the ways in which the issues of the past are strikingly connected

to those of today. Attention to the feminist past highlights historical anteced-

ents to our present concern wnth the social construction of gender, and may

perhaps even suggest ways out of more contemporary dilemmas concerning

equality and difference, essentialism versus constructionism, and matters ofepis-

temological dualism.

Post-World War II Political Climate and Ideological Trends

Developments in the social sciences after the Second World War posed impor-

tant questions regarding the character of human behavior and the relationship

between freedom and the state. Academic works which questioned the links

between women's poUtical status and dominant concepts of womanhood also

fall within this period of intellectual history. While Mead, Klein, and de Beauvoir

labored in their ivory towers (or South Pacific islands), the quiet rumbling of

cultural, legal, and political battles could be heard in America, Britain, and France.

Ideological conflicts spilled over into the political realm just as certainly as po-

litical changes wore away at strongly held notions about the female character.
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Feminism of the mid-twentieth century certainly lacked the vigor and orga-

nizational character of either the suffrage movement of the past, or the Second

Wave of the fiature. Yet after passage of the Nineteenth Amendment, American

women never entirely stopped organizing and theorizing, nor did feminists in

England and France disappear during this period of time: modern feminism

did not spring out of the abyss. It seems highly improbable that a powerful

social and political crusade such as the women's movement could suddenly wither

away, only to reappear just as quickly, and seemingly out of nowhere, around

1970.^ There is, to the contrary, distinct evidence of women's political activity

during the post-World War II period. To a large degree, legislative issues of the

postwar years hinged upon the following concepts and tensions: Equality equals

danger (i.e., removing special labor protections harms women); special protec-

tion equals danger (i.e., gender specific labor laws keep women in a secondary

status and in "need" of special protection); and motherhood versus wage labor,

or the conflicts between women's role as nurturer and worker.

In the United States, the National Woman's Party (NWP), the League of

Women Voters, and efforts to ratify the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) con-

tinued the fight for women's rights throughout feminism's putative dry spell.

The NWP was, in fact, instrumental in defining the boundaries of American

feminism during these decades." In particular, the NWP advocated passage of

the Equal Rights Amendment, first introduced into Congress late in 1923.The

ERA initiated a long and bitter debate between those who argued for equal

opportunity, compensation, and recognition for women's work efforts, and those

who sought to protect woman's difference—essentially, her capacity for mater-

nity.

Supporters of protective legislation such as maximum hours or minimum

wage worried that without such legal restrictions, women were easily exploited

and their health endangered. The American Federation of Labor (AFL), for

example, supported legislation limiting women's work hours, since these laws

"protected women's needs," but objected to the proposed equal pay law of 1945

because it reduced women to wards of the state and perpetuated the assumption

that women "need" special protection.' Essentially, the AFL argued that while

women were too strong to need equal pay legislation, they were at the same time

too weak to work equal work weeks. One aspect ofMargaret Mead's argument

—

that women cannot be at once too weak and too strong—indirectly reflected

sex-based protective labor legislation disputes such as these.

Feminists continued this argument during the 1950s and 1960s. Supporters

of the ERA, such as the National Woman's Party, maintained that special legal

protections and exemptions for women effectively nullified sexual equality and
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perpetuated discrimination. Members of the Women's Bureau and other ERA
opponents argued that passage of the amendment would threaten the legal ben-

efits that women had so painstakingly acquired over the years. They held fast

the notion that nurturing families and society took precedence over women

taking part in the opportunities of the marketplace. Labor unions vigorously

continued to oppose passage of the ERA, claiming that women needed protec-

tive labor legislation—not equal rights—to gain the protection that men won

by collective bargaining.^ Overall, the ERA was shrouded by nuance, ambiva-

lence, and tension, factors which contributed to its eventual defeat.

In Britain, the postwar nation was notably marked by the devastation ofwar

and immediate economic concerns. The move from "warfare" to welfare state

policy addressed the citizens' needs for economic well-being, but in so doing

masked uncertainty and conflict over women's proper place. Health care policy,

for example, minimized women's unequal position by providing maternity cov-

erage and emphasizing careful spacing of children. At the same time, these

policies linked women to parenting, placed sexuality within the locus of the

family, and reinforced female behavioral prescriptions.The welfare state in Britain

after the war was intended to "ease the lot of the breadwinner" and to improve

the economic condition of his family. As a result, it left unexamined the pre-

dominating ideologies regarding women and domestic affairs. British welfare

policies supported male-headed households not out of a conspiracy but simply

because those in power did not think of doing things differently.^ Even so, or-

ganizations such as the Six Point Group and the Open Door Council main-

tained their efforts to promote women's position throughout the postwar pe-

riod by focusing on equal pay issues and other economic concerns.

After Frenchwomen gained political enfranchisement in 1944, they tended

to participate within already established political parties and pressure groups, in

voluntary associations, social work, and other traditionally "female" ventures.

The concerns of more radical feminist activists were subsumed under the um-

brella of socialist and other Left political groups until after the student upris-

ings of 1968.^ With the Catholic church wielding strong authority over the

French, the political Right feared that women's vote, along with increasing num-

bers of women in the workforce, threatened to destroy the family and tradi-

tional values. Embedded within France's postwar welfare state programs were

conservative ideas about family, population, and reproduction. Pronatalist poli-

cies (contraception was illegal in France until 1967, and abortion until 1975)

combined with only recently gained suffrage rights meant that French women

still faced considerable pressure to maintain their traditional roles.

In the United States during the 1950s increasing numbers of women were
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completing university degrees. Upon receiving these diplomas, however, they

faced limited opportunities on the job market and great encouragement to marry.

More women married right after World War II than ever before, and marriage

and homemaking became requisite tasks in fulfilling social expectations of the

1950s. A 1962 Gallup poll revealed that women were committed to and fvil-

fdled by "living through their husbands and children." Yet most women also

wanted their daughters "to have more education and marry later," indicating

the internal conflict produced by the pressures of domestic ideology, the politi-

cal confmes of the postwar period, and the desire for something more.' Post-

World War II American ideology, Joanne Meyerowitz argues, was not in the

least monolithic but "rife with contradictions, ambivalence, and competing

voices." Popular literature expressing post-World War II mass culture advo-

cated "both the domestic and the nondomestic, sometimes in the same sen-

tence."*° Although Meyerowitz's research focuses on American ideological trends,

her attention to cultural tensions is a theme that may be extended beyond na-

tional borders. In an important sense, Meyerowitz makes an argument similar

to the sub-thesis here: The "problem" of the postwar era (whether in Britain,

France, or the United States) was not merely that feminist politics was muffled,

but that intellectual dissent from domestic ideology during this time has been

overlooked, ignored, or suppressed.

Although quite a number of women were dissatisfied with their social and

political condition, dissenting voices were unable to turn the tide of the postwar

years. Even in the face of expanding educational opportunities for women and

x\\c possibilities of professional achievement, McCarthyism and Cold War pres-

sures in America, economic burdens in Britain, and religious demands in France

produced an atmosphere of conformity. An extensive and successful postwar

feminism was still out of the question, and in spite of continuing intellectual

debate regarding concepts of womanhood, postwar domestic ideology main-

tained a strong hold over the general public. The period from 1945 to the mid-

1960s was particularly resistant to a women's movement seeking flirther gains.

With security and containment as the common theme, American Cold War

and the domestic revival reinforced each other and reached out to the rest of the

West. As historian Elaine Tyler May has pointed out, pervasive Cold War ten-

dencies encouraged private solutions to social problems even though postwar

domesticity never fully delivered on this promise." Instead, the feminine mys-

tique, combined with the rising popularity of Freudian psychology, defined femi-

nist protest as a sign of neurosis and emotional instability.

Most feminist-minded thinkers agreed that discrimination against women

based on crude ideas of masculine superiority must be eliminated. There was
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general ambivalence, however, as to precisely what women's role shouldht. Post-

war economic reconstruction, pronatalist welfare state policies, and domestic

ideology combined to form a climate which certainly did not encourage a more

overt political activism. Leila Rupp and Verta Taylor have noted that feminism

managed to survive the doldrums mainly because it endured as an elite-sus-

tained, academic enterprise.

Alongside the somewhat limited (but nevertheless evident) postwar endeav-

ors to enact legal change in the status of women came scholarly contributions

exploring women's position in her family, her workplace, in her hodypolitic, and

the ways in which the category "woman" was constructed and understood.

Margaret Mead: Socialization and Sex Role Ideology

Never overtly claiming to be a feminist, Margaret Mead nevertheless made

surreptitious mention of the connections between her work and the feminist

movement, writing that clearing away historical and traditional misconceptions

about gender difference "frees the mind from using the sort of arguments that

have been invoked for and against the feminist movement."'^ Although Mead's

work has been clouded by accusations of inadequate methodological rigor, it

has been very influential in regards to conceptions of gender, culture, and poli-

tics."

The publication oi Sex and Temperament (1935) and Male andFemale (1950)

produced strong empirical evidence sharply contradicting cultural justifications

for women's subordination. In Sex and Temperament, a study of gender roles in

three dramatically differing South Pacific cultures. Mead concluded that atti-

tudes and personality traits are socially produced. What are "male" roles in one

culture may be "female" roles in the next; in a third culture, temperament and

sex roles may be blended or less distinct. Male and Female continued Mead's

developing concern with the relationships between culture, gender, and human

potential. In a century of social science, where great weight has been attached to

empirical evidence and cross cultural comparisons, Margaret Mead often helped

to provide both, and no one did more to persuade more skeptical minds that

what were commonly considered women's "natural roles" were more properly

viewed as culturally constructed behaviors and expectations.

It was Mead, in fact, who was invited to write the Introduction to the 1963

Report on the President's Commission on the Status ofWomen. The Commission,

established by John F. Kennedy in 1961, was formed to study education, home

and community services, private employment (particularly jobs under federal

contract), employment in the federal government, labor standards, and federal
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social insurance and taxes as they affected women. The President's Commis-

sion also explored in depth the legal treatment of women with respect to civil

and political rights." In her introductory essay, Mead wrote that both legal and

social changes were necessary to expand women's participatory membership in

American democracy. When compared with the relatively few high-ranking

positions held by women in government and private industry, Mead observed

that the great gains made by twentieth-century women in education, health,

and literacy provided "a puzzling contrast between our claim to freedom of

opportunity and our actual accompUshments."'^

By the time the Commission's Report was completed, Lyndon B. Johnson

had made fifty-six presidential appointments ofwomen to responsible govern-

ment posts. Mead, in her constant vigilance toward culture-bound ideology,

cautioned that the Commission could only lay the foundation for removing

legal restrictions to women's opportunity. Men and women "are freer to act

because of the recommendations that have been made [by the Commission's

Report], but the document itself is permissive, not coercive" wrote Mead. "If

women regard these greater possibilities as essentially threatening to their sense

of themselves as persons, they will be unable to take advantage of the legal

support given to their greater freedom."'*

By her attention to internalized coercion and ideological aspects of subordi-

nation, Margaret Mead clearly helped to change the terms upon which the

debates about womanhood and legal constraint were based. In the Commission's

Report she wrote that to the extent that men achieve a sense of masculinity

through situations in which "women know less, earn less, achieve less, and win

less recognition than they do, efforts to put the recommendations of the Com-

mission into practice will be effectively, even though often unconsciously, sabo-

taged."'^

The clear refrain heard throughout Mead's work was her observation that

some form of sex-patterned behavior is found within each and every society. In

contrast with the widespread appeal of unmovable Freudian "law," however,

Mead was able to demonstrate that distinctions in behavior and divisions in

labor according to sex were culturally specific customs. "We know of no culture

that has said, articulately, that there is no difference between men and women"

beyond the way the sexes biologically create the next generation.'* All cultures

have institutionalized the roles ofmen and women, but not necessarily in terms

of opposition, or dominance and submission. The notion that behavior of the

sexes is forever and unalterably innate, wrote Mead, must "be swept from the

mind like tattered autumn leaves from the garden-paths before it is possible to
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think clearly at all."" Human nature is almost unbelievably malleable and readily

responsive to cultural conditions. Gender roles, Mead argued, are the product

ofparticular cultural conventions, not examples ofsome essential ideal offemi-

nine selflessness and masculine competitiveness. Although characteristic dif-

ferences writhin a sex are enormous, attributes are synthetically assigned as mas-

culine or feminine. "Every known society creates and maintains artificial occu-

pational divisions and personality expectations for each sex that Umit the hu-

manity of the other sex."^°

While acknowledging the need to take maternity into account in explaining

sex roles and cultural patterns, Mead scorned biological determinism, a popular

justification for female passivity and legal paternalism. As an example, drawing

from psychoanalytic theory and the work of analysts such as Karen Horney,

Mead suggested thatwomen envied the privilege and power that societies granted

to men, emphasizing that "power envy" ought not to be confused with penis

envy. Counterbalancing any envy that girls might have was "the envy little boys

often exhibited for the remarkable reproductive organs ofthe female sex." Primi-

tive societies in which male ceremony imitated pregnancy and child birth clearly

displayed examples of"womb envy."

Mead remained convinced that temperament was partly due to genetics, but

for many years she carefully avoided direct discussion about the relation be-

tween individual differences and genetic endowment. Mead was concerned that

any attempt to decipher this issue would lead to distortions of her work by

others who evoked the crude dichotomy of nature versus nurture, and by those

who manipulated biological theories of difference to justify and reinforce social

inequalities. Mead argued passionately that "as long as people tend to move so

quickly from concepts of diversity to concepts of superiority" questions of ge-

netics and difference "cannot and should not be studied."^'

Questions of genetics aside, how is it, Mead asked, that while "some peoples

think ofwomen as too weak to work out of doors, others regard women as the

appropriate bearers of burdens, because their heads are stronger than men's"?^^

If there is any law regarding men and women, it must be that much behavior

distinguished by the sexes, and even some physical characteristics, is produced

by social custom. This maxim of Mead's delivered quite a blow to a well-en-

trenched beliefsystem based upon domestic ideology and popularized Freudian

explanations of the "female character." The sting and vitality of Mead's argu-

ment emerged from her focus on the cultural dynamics which contribute to the

social construction of gender: "Whereas it would be futile to protest against

unalterable laws (unjust though they may be), it was reasonable and advisable to

protest against unjust customs."^'
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Mead's focus on dichotomized and culturally constructed gender roles not

only reflected political disputes of her day, but direcdy anticipated the work of

subsequent feminist theorists. Kate Millett later argued in Sexual Politics (1970)

that profound sociopolitical change occurs only by re-examining traits such as

strength and weakness, violence versus passivity and intellect versus compas-

sion— traits typically categorized respectively as masculine and feminine.^''

Earlier, significant attention to Mead appeared in Betty Friedan's 1963 cri-

tique, The Feminine Mystique. Friedan was well aware of Mead's work—and

quite offended by it. Friedan's interpretation ofMead has certain transitive quali-

ties: via The Feminine Mystique, Mead comes to resemble a monster-like Freud-

ian anti-feminist. Although Mead ostensibly rejected the old adage "biology is

destiny," stated Friedan, she conducted her anthropology through a Freudian

lens. In Male and Female, argued Friedan, Mead's "truly revolutionary vision of

women" was subdy transformed into a celebration ofwoman in the female role

—

defined by her sexual biological function.

At times [Mead] seems to lose her own anthropological awareness of the malleability

ofhuman personality, and to look at antluopological data from the Freudian point of

view — sexual biology determines all, anatomy is destiny. At times she seems to be

arguing in functional terms, that while woman's potential is as great and various as the

unlimited human potential, it is better to preserve the sexual biological limitations

established by nature. At times she says both things in the same page . .
}^

According to Friedan, Mead's influence had been paradoxical. While postwar

ideas ofwomanhood might have taken from Mead her visions of the "infinite

variety of sexual patterns" and "women's great untested human potential," glori-

fication of the female sexual function instead became a cornerstone of the femi-

nine mystique. ^^

The product ofMead's lifetime dedication to her research is visible when we

look closely at its influence upon Second Wave feminist ideas about women's

cultural and political subordination, yet it tends to be implicit. While Margaret

Mead is considered quite influential in the field of anthropology, her explicitly

feminist contributions tend to go unrecognized by more recent theorists. Mead's

thesis rejecting innate sex roles, for example, is no longer a startling revelation.

A more compelling point is that while concepts of innate versus learned behav-

ior and the problems ofgendered duahsm were vigorously discussed during the

1970s, it was also quite common for theorists to overlook (or misinterpret) Mead's

contributions to our knowledge about the cultural or social construction ofgen-
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der roles and the relation between sex divisions and women's political status

—

observations Mead made well before the Second Wave of feminism emerged.

Given Friedan's interpretation (and the popularity of The Feminine Mystique),

however, Mead had less ofan expUcit influence on Second Wave feminist theory

than she might otherwise have had.

Viola Klein: HowWe Know What We Know AboutWomen
In Britain, Mead's contemporary, Viola Klein (?-1973) was beginning to inves-

tigate the structure and sociology of knowledge. By approaching her discipline

with attention to what she termed "the back and forth relation between scien-

tific knowledge and social change," Klein was able to focus on ideologically

constructed notions about women while remaining in the mainstream of soci-

ology. Klein pointed out that theories of femininity are as varied as the scholars

who devise them. Descriptions of the feminine character and a list of her traits,

wrote Klein, "could be extended almost indefinitely, in proportion to the num-

ber ofauthors considered."What is considered essential to any concept ofwom-

anhood "depends to a large extent on personal bias and valuations, and on the

social-historical vantage-point of the observer."^^ Quite simply, Viola Klein

questioned how social scientists could extricate the "truth" from the social envi-

ronment since social science theories reflected the ideologies of one's genera-

tion and "the idiosyncrasies of their time."^'

Klein's survey of various accounts of womanhood by intellectuals

such as Havelock Ellis, Sigmund Freud, and Alfred Adler was framed by her

belief that theories of femininity form the basis of debate over "practical activi-

ties in the most various departments of social life," from questions of etiquette

to problems of employment policy, poUtical campaigning, and the advertising

and selling of ideas.'^' As far back as Aristotle, wrote Klein, theories ofwoman-

hood had been constructed in dualist opposition to the meaning of manhood.

Although epistemological dualism is an "effective principle for reducing chaos

to a system," deducing a bi-polarity of human beings destroys not only chaos

but variety.-'°To mistake "categories ofthought for norms governing reahty means

forcing life into a straight-jacket. It is as impossible to do justice to human

existence by applying to it epistemological criteria as it is to judge organic life

by the application of geometrical norms.""

Klein's argument against epistemological dualism was not, of course, a plea

for androgyny. Focusing on the reciprocal relation between scientific knowl-

edge and social change instead enabled Klein to make the point that "the un-

derstandings people carry around in their heads" and their notions about ideal
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social arrangements are interdependent concepts. Klein therefore asked how

academic disciplines could be objective and fair to women given the fact that

knowledge is related to perception, and perceptions aboutwomen have not tended

to be very fair.

To resolve the problem ofgender-biased presuppositions, Klein sought first

to isolate physiological influences on sex difference by excluding sex-related

traits which could be attributed to social function, historic tradition, and pre-

vailing ideology.-'^ Klein thought that only after accounting for these cultural

patterns could one make a well-founded assessment of the "elusive feminine

character." Klein's approach to "the woman question" also drew from the under-

standing that individuals may participate in two different cultural systems, "one

ofwhich is, by prevailing standards, regarded as superior to the other. "•'•' From

this perspective, personality traits of women might be compared with other

groups such as immigrants, Jews, conquered people, "American Negroes" and

"intellectuals who break away from the social groups and classes in which they

originated without completely being free from their allegiance to them."-''* Klein

observed, however, that the issue is somewhat obscured in the case ofwomen

since over "the course ofcenturies women have developed many substitute grati-

fications which they consider privileges and to which they cling emotionally

more than to equal rights.
"^^

Klein's scholarly efforts were not merely confined to questions regarding the

philosophy of knowledge and science. Women's Two Roles (1956), co-authored

with Alva Myrdal, Working Wives (1960), and EmployingMarried Women (1963),

directly addressed issues of employment and opportunities for women prima-

rily in terms of dominant ideological trends, but also based on survey data.

Klein's study revealed that as of 1960 many of the generalizations made about

wage-earning women were based upon sentiment, not fact. Determining more

clearly why married women entered the labor force, and how these women car-

ried out their dual roles of part-time employment and full-time motherhood

was important not only in terms of understanding society, but also because of

the implications for practical aspects of various public policy decisions.

During World War II, and again during Britain's economic crisis of 1947,

increasing numbers of women left home to work. By 1957 fully one-third of

British wives were gainfully employed.-*^ There was, however, no trace of femi-

nist impetus behind this employment rate. According to Klein's survey respon-

dents, home and family remained the focal point of women's daily lives. The

increasing number of working wives was the result of trends toward smaller

families and a sense of obligation to work—not due to an urge for emancipa-
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tion. Klein therefore determined that taking up work outside the home was

not politically premeditated but the consequence ofeconomic and personal

circumstance.

Although postwar British women were greatly burdened by the demands of

their dual roles, the sexual division of labor went unchallenged. Woman's dual

role was presented as a solution to Britain's economic difficulties rather than as

a problem in itself. The conflict between women's two roles, as wage earner and

housewife, was a consequence ofpartial shifts in behavioral expectations in which

two feminine ideals, two distinct ways of life, continued uneasily side by side.-'''

Women had not achieved satisfactory political freedom, access to education,

and opportunity for employment, stated Klein, because "women were generally

retarded in their adjustment to the Industrial Revolution." Discrimination was

merely part of the social and economic evolutionary movement through time:

"Women should be regarded as latecomers in the evolutionary process rather

than as one half ofmankind kept in subjection by the other half."^* Whether or

not Klein's notion ofwomen's "political retardation" is correct, she certainly cap-

tured the essence of feminist disputes not only in Britain, but in the United

States in terms of equal rights issues, protective labor policies, and women's

roles as mothers.

In Britain, post-World War II debate centered around married women's right

to work, the right to equal pay, and the role of the welfare state in supporting

family life. Although British activists, like their American counterparts, sought

to increase opportunities and eliminate blatant legal and economic discrimina-

tion, they nevertheless moved within the confines of an ideological boundary

associating women primarily with the role ofnurturing family, hearth, and home.

American and British politics presumed that motherhood and caregiving was a

woman's primary job. The issue of how to reconcile motherhood vidth profes-

sional responsibilities was therefore never successfully solved. This omission

was not surprising given the 1940s and 1950s attraction to role-conflict theory.

This conceptual social sciences framework focused attention on the conflict

between women's two roles and diverted attention from underlying presupposi-

tions about gender. Viola Klein's work illuminating the conflicts between women's

public and private roles was therefore consistent with broader trends in academia

and politics both at home and abroad during the postwar years.

Klein's solution to the problem ofcombining motherhood and employment,

answered in part, was for industry to modify labor policies by means such as

flexible work hours and extended maternity leave. She stated that when atti-

tudes and ideologies were gradually brought into line with technical and social
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developments, greater participation by women in the economic, political, and

cultural activities of the communities would result. Transforming the status of

women and displacing the primacy ofdomestic ideology would require that the

responsibility for making positive contributions to the national economy be

shared by both women and men.^'

Simone de Beauvoir: Essential Woman/ConstructedWoman
A third, and quite prominent, figure in post-World War II feminist intellectual

history is Simone de Beauvoir (1908-1986), best known for her comprehensive

analysis ofwomen in Western society, The SecondSex (1949). Simone de Beauvoir

maintained an important pubhc role throughout the Second Wave, signing a

1971 Manifesto along with other weU-known women who had obtained illegal

abortions, spearheading the campaign for free contraceptives, and eventually

joining the Mouvement de Liberation des Femmes (MLF). Yet prior to the 1970s,

de Beauvoir had distanced herself from feminism. De Beauvoir initially shied

away from organized feminism because she believed the woman question would

be automatically solved by socialism, and because women's groups before the

MLF were generally reformist and legalistic. In 1972, de Beauvoir publicly came

out as a feminist during an interview published in the French weekly, LeNouvel

Observateur. During later conversations with Alice Schwarzer, de Beauvoir spe-

cifically discussed her alliance with feminism, the goals offeminist politics, and

dispelled charges of essentialism by clearly rejecting the notion that there exists

a "feminine nature."''^

Written under the influence ofWorld War II, The Second Sex turned upon

philosophical issues of personal freedom and examination of social constraints

on liberty, specifically in regards to the female sex. The book began with a ques-

tion: "Woman? What is woman?" In her answer, de Beauvoir stated that woman

is her biological capacity to reproduce and mother. She is an HegeUan "Other";

woman is her physical body. But de Beauvoir qualified this position toward the

end of her famous treatise by observing that, "woman is made not born." Thus

The Second Sex is also an account of the social and historical causes ofwoman's

oppression. The text is a philosophical (and, some would argue, essentialist)

work, explicitly influenced by Hegelian (and Sartrean) phenomenology and its

language of dualistic opposition."*^ Woman is that which is not man: "She is

defined and differentiated with reference to man and not he with reference to

her; she is the incidental, the inessential as opposed to the essential. He is the

Subject, he is the Absolute — she is the Other.""*^ This tension between de

Beauvoir's essentialist (i.e., "Woman is her biological capacity to reproduce")
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and social constructionist arguments (i.e., "Woman is made not born") is an

appropriate starting point for reading her work, as well as the source of sus-

tained critique. (Many have read The Second Sex as yet another sample of anti-

feminist, male-identified phUosophy.)''-'

"Males and females," wrote de Beauvoir, "are two types of individuals which

are differentiated within a species for the function of reproduction."'*^ The egg,

motionless and passive, awaits the free and agile sperm. The ovum, it is some-

times said, has the qualities of immanence, the sperm having the qualities of

transcendence, meaning that men are presumed to be active and able to trans-

form their environment, while women are considered passive, existing within

themselves. The biological allegory must not be pushed too far, however, be-

cause "the truth is that these notions are hardly more than vagaries ofthe mind."

Although "it would be foolhardy indeed to deduce from such [biological] evi-

dence that woman's place is in the home"—there are such foolhardy persons.''^

The task, claimed de Beauvoir, was to "view the facts of biology in

the light of an ontological, economic, social, and psychological context," De
Beauvoir confronted the question ofwoman's experience by contrasting the image

woman has of herself with the image of woman projected on her. She noted

that "the enslavement of the female to the species and the limitations of her

various powers are extremely important facts; the body ofwoman is one of the

essential elements in her situation in the world. But that body is not enough to

define her as woman; there is no true living reality except as manifested by the

conscious individual through activities.""** Where relations were based on equality,

each reciprocally recognized that the Other was equally free. Where Otherness

existed through relations of social or political inequality, however, reciprocity

was abolished and replaced by relations of oppression and subjection. Biology

was not a sufficient answer, therefore, to the question that she posed: "why is

woman the Other} . . . We are concerned to find out what humanity has made of

the human female.""*^

For de Beauvoir, ifwomen were Other it was because they had been defined

as different by men in a system where Otherness and difference meant inferior-

ity. It was therefore not woman's Otherness per se but her subjection—the ob-

jectification ofwoman by man and the nonreciprocity of male and female rela-

tions—that de Beauvoir set out to explain.The problem "is not only thatwoman
is the Other; she is the unequal Other."''* Since de Beauvoir had already made

clear that deducing justifications for social inequality from biological premises

was a foolhardy venture, then how did inequality come to be if not inscribed in

nature?
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De Beauvoir's constructionist account ofwomanhood was based on her view

that femininity is not "an unchangeable essence or a biological destiny."'*' The

"character" of woman is not dictated to her "by her hormones nor predeter-

mined in the structure of the female brain: they are shaped and molded by her

situation ."^'^Womanhood is a constructed experience.When woman's body comes

to signify Otherness, "female" becomes a metaphor for the incapacity to give

meaning to experience. Hence, woman is precluded from becoming "the mean-

ing-creating bodily subject of phenomenology."^^

De Beauvoir's understanding ofthe causes ofwomen's oppression began with

an essentialist analysis ofwoman's physical difference yet incorporated elements

of social constructionist exploration as well. Throughout The Second Sex de

Beauvoir presented the female body as inherently passive, "caught within the

iron grasp ofthe species," with a philosophical analysis ofhow and why women

are trapped by their bodies. For de Beauvoir, it is true that womanhood is so-

cially constructed, but this construction is built upon the basis of an oppressive

female biology. Because of the constructionist aspect of de Beauvoir's philoso-

phy, however, she is able in her later chapters to discuss the social forces that

keep women in subjection, or how "woman is made not born." De Beauvoir

looked first at material reality to understand consciousness, and then toward

consciousness to analyze material reality.

In contrast with Margaret Mead and Viola Klein, de Beauvoir received a

great deal more attention for the feminist theoretical aspects of her work. This

attention (particularly by Americans) has been fairly recent, however, as de

Beauvoir's workwent virtually unmentioned in post-WorldWar II United States.

The recent revival of interest in de Beauvoir dates to the 1980s, coinciding

roughly with the author's death in 1986. Despite her legacy as guide and guru

of modern feminist theory. The Second Sex, like the Bible, "seems to have been

much worshipped, often quoted, and little read" by American women at the

time of its publication during the postwar era." One reason for this initial post-

war inattention to the French philosopher may be due to the fact that

McCarthyism and anti-Communist frenzy in the United States meant that

relatively few social thinkers openly risked professional marginalization and

public condemnation during this era ofconformity and careful conservatism. In

this sense, de Beauvoir was a suspect intellectual figure because of her alliance

with sociahsm and Left politics.

Simone de Beauvoir's later influence on Second Wave feminist theory, al-

though significant, appears to be peculiarly implicit. For example. Second Wave

theorists such as Shulamith Firestone and Kate Millett, intellectual figures who
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we might expect to draw from de Beauvoir, are curiously silent about her. Not-

withstanding her pronouncement of The Second Sex as "the definitive analysis of

sexism," Firestone (1970) devoted little more than one page to de Beauvoir in

The Dialectic ofSex in spite of their similar views on reproduction and technol-

ogy; Millett (1970) gave only cursory mention to de Beauvoir in Sexual Politics

even though both authors approached feminist theory in part using literary

analysis. Describing Simone de Beauvoir's influence on her work twenty years

after writing Sexual Politics, Kate Millett admitted that she inadequately ac-

knowledged her great debt to Simone de Beauvoir's work. "I think de Beauvoir

realized that I probably cribbed a whole lot more in what I was doing," Millett

recalled in 1989. "I had a section on D.H. Lawrence [in Sexual Politics^ which

was, I now realize, painfully indebted to [de Beauvoir's] analysis ofLawrence in

The Second Sex. Now I realize that I owed a great deal to what she had said."^^

Limited reference to postwar theorists by Second Wave feminists presents

an interesting conundrum. Ellen DuBois reminds us that women's hberation of

the late 1960s and 1970s was blind to its own historical antecedents partly due

to the determination of a movement characterized by youth and radicalism to

reject any prior influence, and to see itself as something new on earth.

Conclusion

By 1972 the women of France, Britain, and America had fully embarked upon

the journey into Second Wave feminism. The writings ofJuhet Mitchell, Kate

Millett, Germaine Greer, and Shulamith Firestone, now considered among the

classics of modern feminist theory, were in wdde circulation by this time. In

France, the Women's Liberation Movement (MLF) of the late 1960s marked

the inception of the Second Wave. Simultaneously, politically-minded groups

formed in the United States and Britain to raise feminist consciousness, to

counter female subordination, and to fight against inequalities in the law. Prior

to SecondWave activism, the intellectual contributions ofMargaret Mead, Viola

Klein, and Simone de Beauvoir created a cohesive conceptual framework focus-

ing on the social features of sexual difference, dominant ideology, and the po-

litical status ofwomen. This general perspective would eventually inform pub-

lic opinion and policy considerations, feminist political theory, and ultimately

—

if obliquely—feminism's Second Wave.

The work of each woman comprises a significant contribution to the femi-

nist intellectual tradition. Margaret Mead is a major, if controversial figure in

anthropology. Yet Mead's specifically feminist element—her evidence rejecting

innate sex roles and her focus on gender socialization—tended to go unmen-
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tioned by subsequent Second Wave feminist theorists. Viola Klein dedicated

her work to the study of conflicting sex roles and labor issues, the social con-

struction ofknowledge, and epistemological dualism. Klein, too, is rarely quoted

by initial Second Wave theorists, and her work remains somewhat buried in

obscurity. Kate Millett and Juhet Mitchell, for example, wrote during the early

1970s that undermining women's financial dependence would pave the way for

destroying the authority and economic structure of patriarchy. Yet they made

only scant reference to Klein, who anticipated economic aspects ofSecond Wave

theory when she wrote about women and labor during the 1950s and early

1960s.''' In contrast, Simone de Beauvoir is more readily associated with femi-

nist pohtical theory. The Second Sex received limited attention from the Ameri-

can public during the years immediately follovnng World War II, however, and

even though her work had a powerful influence on feminist ideas, the theorists

of the Second Wave made almost no explicit mention of de Beauvoir.

An obvious question confronts us:Why didn't Mead, Klein, and de Beauvoir's

feminist political theory take stronger hold on postwar minds? In what ways

were they ignored? Although The Second Sex was well-received in France, when

the English translation of The Second Sex first appeared in the United States it

had to contend with various social and political obstacles. Sandra Dijkstra sug-

gests that American intellectual and ideological predilections did not readily

lend themselves to the density ofde Beauvoir's book. Similarly, her Leftist lean-

ings in the McCarthy era did not help in making her writings accessible in

America.^' Margaret Mead and Viola Klein were noted academicians, both in-

fluencing and reflecting ideological aspects of political conflict and pubUc policy

considerations regarding women. Yet Klein's focus on role-conflict theory meant

that she never questioned whether womanhood and motherhood ought to go

hand in hand—that would have to wait for the Second Wave. Mead's signifi-

cant contributions to feminist thinking were easily perverted by Friedan into

arguments glorifying women's sexualA)iological function. Undoubtedly the post-

1945 social and political climate in America, Britain, and France constrained

feminist theorizing and was inhospitable to more radical attention to social and

pohtical inequahty.

Mead, Klein, and de Beauvoir themselves initially rejected exphcit affiliation

with feminism. During the immediate postwar years, the social chmate made

feminist identification difficult or undesirable for several reasons. The legacy of

1920s feminism evoked unpopular images of miUtancy, sexual prudery, stri-

dence, and selfishness. American labor organizers thought offeminists as mem-

bers of the professional or leisured middle class, and therefore out of touch with
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the realities of the working class. Postwar antifeminists labeled feminists as

narcissistic at best, or neurotic at worst, which meant that only a brave few

willingly risked such identification. Especially in Cold War America, disagree-

ment with the mainstream during an era generally preoccupied with confor-

mity left one fair game for dangerous charges of Communist sympathy.

If this trio of intellects initially distanced themselves from feminist politics,

then why does it matter ifMargaret Mead, Viola Klein, and Simone de Beauvoir

were somewhat ignored (to varying degrees) by the Second Wave? What makes

their theories significant? And what makes their theories distinctly feminist?

An important theme in the work of Mead, Klein, and de Beauvoir is their

ideological commitment to individual self-realization for women. Women must

take responsibility for transforming the dynamics of sociopolitical dominance

by challenging governing ideology, destroying internalized self-hatred, and be-

coming economically self-reliant. Yet Mead, Klein, and de Beauvoir explicitly

linked women's social status to men's power over them, calling attention to the

relation between dominant ideology and the political condition ofwomen while

also acknowledging the institutionalized obstacles confronting women.^* In other

words, both material reality and consciousness must change.

Most importantly, each of these scholars questioned dominant concepts of

womanhood and challenged the notion of "innate femininity," directing atten-

tion toward social influences on the construction and perceptions of gender.

Mead's vision was that of unlimited and malleable human potential devoid of

constricting sex role expectations. Klein's message was that we must sift through

prevailing ideologies which limit perceptions about women's nature and capaci-

ties. For de Beauvoir, a new woman could only appear with the transformation

of moral, social, cultural, and economic conditions. For her, difference and Oth-

erness did not mean innate weakness and inferiority.

The feminist ideas emerging from America, Britain, and France during the

postwar period anticipated contemporary tensions within modern feminist theory

between Anglo-American "individualist" feminism (social constructionism)

versus French "relational" (essentialist) feminism. As early as the eighteenth

century, Claire Goldberg Moses argues, French and Anglo feminist theory was

invested with both individualist and relational elements.'^ Attention to the roots

of modern feminist theory in comparative perspective v\all perhaps lead to new

ways out of this dichotomous theoretical dilemma. Margaret Mead, Viola Klein,

and Simone de Beauvoir's theories certainly contain kernels of essentialism, but

they also emphasize the social construction of gender as the cause and cure for

women's subordinate status.
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Finally, in focusing on the advancement of feminist political theory during

the mid-twentieth century, I do not mean to suggest that the history offeminist

thought has progressed in a stricdy linear fashion. Perhaps there exist greater

consistencies between the post-World War II years and Second Wave feminism

than is commonly recognized. To some extent, ignoring certain developments

in feminist theory and struggle during the "mid-wave" period clouds the strength,

legitimacy, and consistency of the long feminist tradition.
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